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New Moon in Capricorn Saturday January 9th 8:32 PM EST
Sun ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 20th 10:28 AM
Venus ingress Capricorn Saturday January 23rd 3:33 PM

Full Moon in Leo Saturday January 23rd 8:47 PM
Mercury direct Monday January 25th 4:51 PM

Jupiter retrograde in Virgo throughout cycle
Next new Moon in Aquarius Monday February 8th 9:40 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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H
ealing and good health will be supported during this Moon cycle. For those who desire
removing an addictive behavior from their living experience or remove the habitual use
of an intoxicating substance from their life an opportunity may exist to do so. This is a

good Moon cycle to acquire useful insight into the nature of substance addiction and to take steps
forward in reversing undesired addictive habits. When addiction and the state of being
intoxicated is considered from the perspective as to what it allows the user to experience the
disintegration of the need to have the experience can assist the individual by decreasing the
desire or reminder that the experience is due. When the relevancy of the desired outcome of
intoxication is removed in other words the active trigger to begin the process of intoxication is
also removed. The conjunction of Jupiter and the Moon's north node in Virgo as well as Saturn's
current transit through Sagittarius indicate opportunities to dismiss the the truth of whatever
delusion is inspiring the need to visit the experience via intoxication. There is an amplified
impetus to be objective and to use common sense in busting such delusions. Mercury will be
retrograde for much of the Moon cycle and will also conjunct Pluto in Capricorn again indicating
a serious look at transforming some social pattern. The individual who is wanting to bust some
form of addictive behavior, doesn't have to include an intoxicating substance, can make clearly
defined intentions to do so during this Moon cycle and can expect results typically more difficult
to achieve. The intention will feel like an inspired common sense and an increased will power to
prioritize one's actions. The individual will visit the self or identity they assume or become when
in the intoxicated state however they will do so by reviewing the state objectively when not
intoxicated. The emotional experience can be intense however the ability to remain objective is
heightened. Once the individual sees and feels the oblivious nature of the identity they become
when in the intoxicated state the relevancy of the intoxication will be busted. A hidden belief the
individual has been holding is revealed and when seen in a bigger light or from a grander
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perspective the belief is no longer acceptable. The individual no longer has the urge to
substantiate the false belief and therefore no need to alter their character through the use of an
intoxicating substance.
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The actions many people take will be specific and deliberate but will they be appropriate? Much
in terms of the success of the actions people take will be determined by the state of integrity the
individual has evolved to. Actions which are intended to service denial management for example
will eventually find a dead end and so it is now that this end arrives. Others who are instead
typically self responsible can make a big break through. There is a deconstruction of those
systems which have become irrelevant. Because it may seem to some that certain systems and
methods, which have for a long time been used to govern or assist communities in thriving, were
assumed permanent and absolute the reality that they are not so absolute can cause difficulty to
arise. Some social system which are expected to be there are disappearing. On the other hand
those who have been able to move forward with the times will more easily move past the
removal of certain social and community mechanisms. Indeed many will benefit. It is easier to let
go of something when it is merely the current way to get from point A to point B or has typically
been so, as opposed to being the main target or objective. The establishment of a purpose which
is true to one's life will out last the immediate revolution and social changes as the things which
are changing are affecting how to get to one's goal whereas the goal or target itself is unchanged.
When the map or diagram becomes more important than the actual goal difficulties can occur
because in many cases individual's will be needing to redraw the map or create new how to
diagrams and formulas. Being in touch with what inspired the individual in the first place will
make for a much more enjoyable time. This is a good time for making steps forward for those
who have a long time established motivation and destiny firmly established within themselves. In
the meantime many will be called to consider what it is they want in life, what they want to
achieve, and determine if this is an inspiration which is above and beyond the trappings of
seeking approval from others.

In terms of the social changes and specifically the systems which allow societies to function in
harmony, new start up mechanisms may appear and quickly be dissolved as well and so it is the
challenge of the individual to align with those things which have a permanence before the current
changes began and which will exist once the amount of changes begins to slow. To establish this
the individual must have a life goal or life journey which is not dependant on the local customs
but are instead dependant on more Universal or natural laws. There may well be new fixes which
are occurring to repair society systems yet are not functional because they are not in harmony
with the nature of existence outside the manufactured paradigm which society creates. Some will
unknowingly be testing the quality of their integrity as they continue on with what they believe
made them successful up to this point. Success occurs when an individual has an innate ability to
be responsible for themselves which is an extension of their self love. In having this self
responsibility established the individual will be less frequent in blaming others for their
challenges or be less likely to see themselves as a victim. As such they will interrupt their
situation with immediacy and ask themselves why they created this experience and what is the
lesson. With both Jupiter and the Moon's north node in Virgo, in conjunction, during this Moon
cycle, the individual's higher self may play the health card. If we consider the nature of health
issues we can see that it can cause an individual to reprioritize their activities and involvements.
Health is like that, when it comes right down to it when we have a major health issue we must
stop all other details of our agenda and focus on our getting better. We can see how modern
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medicine is incorrect in that it manages most all health issues through denial management as
opposed to admitting what one has drawn to themselves. Denial management will eventually fail.
The heightened focus on Virgo will give the individual the opportunity to bust their own denial
management methods and provide an opportunity to see through the delusional beliefs which
denial management is based on. It is time for many to take a good look at "thought creates" and
"you create your reality" as beliefs which are superior to the apparent main stream beliefs of so
called modern science and modern medicine, one's own health or that of their loved one may
depend on it.

Pisces and Virgo are both very powerful right now. The interference in natural human
compassion is being called out and rectified. For some to get the message they will literally have
to play it out in some way. Look at religions for example or any belief which defines
compassion, if there is any lack of integrity Virgo will be right on their case. What is real and
what is not real will be of more interest to some now that usual. This will play out in how art
mimics life or vise versa. A greater degree of believability is required for something, someone's
idea to be acceptable than was in the past. As such some past notions, could include religious
interpretation, will be dismissed as clarity is more aligned with critical objectivity. Pisces on the
other hand will be removing the boundaries between different religions as if the common
denominator between all beliefs is being registered and there is a growing feeling that we are
connected and no longer require a religious figure to make it so.

People's minds bounce between ideas and topics rather aimlessly, seemingly not able to stay in
one one topic for long. There may be times where you notice this either with self or others. For
some individuals it can seem as a mental review of things insignificance, and yet nothing is truly
insignificance. It can at times be challenging to stay on track with what concerns an individual
yet if the individual is able to allow themselves to review their current interest they will better
use this mental jumping about. Think of it as an opportunity to see what is in one's master to do
list. This factitious to do list reflects issues caught in the emotional body. If something keeps
wandering into your mind then it is most likely significant to you n some way. With the added
practicality of both Capricorn and Virgo very well supported during this Moon cycle this can be
an ideal time to solve what has been an ongoing mystery or personal concern. An effective
approach to clearing these things that seem to enter the mind at inconvenient times is to admit
that there is something to it, admission is a very effective approach to solving issues. Asking "my
mind thinks this is important, why?" will signal that you are ready to go to the next level or layer.
Typically one has placed authority outside themselves and their mind returning to it is a natural
reaction addressing the inconsistency. Once an individual takes responsibility for whatever there
issue is they become more realistic as the process of admitting returns the power to solve issues
to the individual.

>This is an excellent time to focus on being successful career wise. For those inclined an ability
to focus specifically on actions which are most likely to be beneficial is indicated. Also an ability
to determine what those actions should be is also determined. Some older detrimental habits may
be left behind. As we lead into the new Moon ideally the individual will set the tone for the entire
cycle by making and picturing themselves being involved in career building. There is also a
caution not to make assumptions about how others can react to one's independent push. There
may be some shared community or social systems which have come to be seen as restrictions and
they stand to be challenged. Some planned challenges can occur and some not planned
spontaneous challenges also. Some individuals may take actions as if they are more expert than
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they really are or take actions based on their assumption that they are in control. In some cases
they may be accepted and convincing, in other cases it may be too much delusion and not enough
practical realism. The opportunity to make sense of and move into a more harmonious position in
regards to changing public systems exist. Creative ideas can clash or they can find harmony yet
either way there is a dynamic for change which affect the aggressive individual and the social
infrastructure systems many depend on. Those who intend harmony will find it.

***
SunSign

I experience an inspired and directed purposefulness …

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

With this Moon cycle beginning in Capricorn the focus will be on creative impulses which
support one's intention to accomplish something in a public sense. The current report, including
the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of following one's creative
impulse and moving into actives or projects which facilitate a new way of being socially
relevant. Such inspirations bring forward an effortless yet dynamic action affecting our world as
we intend and seek those experiences which are directed toward some inspired vision. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as purpose moves from inspiration into social action. Those
born under the Sun sign Capricorn have a natural propensity to creative, public inspired, impulse.
They naturally and easily become builders through their sense of focus and purpose. Not to
exclude others as we all have Capricorn somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the
following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would experience
purposeful directed focus. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic inclination toward social
and public commitment of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the
report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

by maintaining clear direct communications as they pertain to my interest.

by accepting the way I feel about myself relative to my social involvement.

by allowing myself to enjoy the ease of accomplishment which follows my focused
agenda.

by being discerning as to what is and what is not a personal responsibility.

by accepting the value and direction of my partnerships.

by accepting the new social structures which my dynamic partnerships lead to.

by trusting and accepting new ways of being involved with humanity and the planet.

through my dedication to the public through my career.

by seeing and feeling how the public facilitates interaction through defined social
structures.

Sagittarius: by observing and accepting everything which comes to my immediate attention.
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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September 10th, 11th & 12th

October 10th

December 4th, 5th & 6th

January 5th & 6th

February 26th & 27th

March 8th, 9th & 10th

April 6th & 7th

June 2nd, 3th, 4th & 5th

July 7th & 8th

August 31st & September 1st
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01 Saturday January 9th 8:32 PM EST - new Moon in Capricorn

02 Sunday January 10th - Moon enters Aquarius 3:24 PM

03 Tuesday January 12th - Moon enters Pisces 6:55 PM

Some may appear to be distracted from their immediate environment as they have some big thing
to think about. For some it may be rewriting their script as they plan a meeting or negotiation.
For others they are cycling through their logic as they design some functional method of
improving a formula or creating an apparatus of some sort. Wanting to figure out what's wrong
with something, either a relationship or a machine, cause individual's to venture inward. Enticed
as a solution is so near the "real-time" world goes by them unnoticed. Obviously a note of
caution is issued if an individual is operating machinery or driving a car or something similar. As
this is a new Moon phase it is a good idea to feel the success of one's proposed ambition.
Mercury is in retrograde and Jupiter conjuncts the Moon's north node in Virgo. This is about
becoming more realistic more physical yet the mind is not focusing on the immediate. The mind
has an amplified ability to review and find solutions to what the individual considers important
issues. It may mean busting some delusions and fantasies as they will perhaps be identified as
unrealistic. Mercury will go direct on January 25th and the focus will shift to what is happening
in the now yet in the mean time it is valuable to seek clarity on things which can occupy or even
pester one's attention. Being on purpose to accomplish something of substance the new Moon in
Capricorn will bring forward the importance of accomplishing things. A reasonable strategy is
projecting one's self into their future where goals have indeed been accomplished yet it also
important to value the journey as well. Perhaps the big challenge here is to value the journey
while maintaining a focus on where one is going.

An innate feeling of one's own personal significance in relationship to the world they exist within
can trigger feelings of being held back socially. Some may feel the need to prove their
significance where as others may more confidently accept this natural right by accepting their
challenges as their ticket to freedom. The manner in which a family authority figure helps a less
fortunate family member can also be linked to this elevated sense of being given the right by
Creation itself to act freely. At the same time fresh new understandings of one's social
relationships can be inspiring. These better understood situations cause a release of blocked
energy, the individual moves forward with their plans. The current advantage is related to an
ability to know what not to do as well as knowing what to do. It may seem as if powerful
external forces are at work limiting one's possibilities or causing one to change their typical way
of doing things. These same apparent external forces can work in accord with one's desired
outcomes. As one is aware of their connection to seeming big time external forces so too is their
vision supported by their integrity, they are able to move with these forces in beneficial and
pleasing ways. Ideally the individual will find the past social relationships which have occupied
their logical mind and resolve these by letting some amplified concern wane and in so doing
make space for new ways to be involved in current social events.

Missions plans and agendas which are important to the individual and which include the real
necessity of dealing with public systems and community rules is assisted when the individual
accepts the way others feel, especially the collective feelings which define others in their
community. Seeking employment for example requires dealing with realistic state of affairs
within the community which the individual seeks employment. The key note here is to pay
attention to the beliefs and especially the feeling which these beliefs support as projected by
those one must address in the research. An ability to accept the beliefs of others will assist the
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individual in communicating with them and thus expedite their own personal agenda, whether it
is seeking a job or simply moving their own ambitious project forward. The mysteries behind
some disabling substance addition may be revealed to some during this Moon cycle and
specifically this Moon ingress. Some overwhelming feeling which would typically render an
individual oblivious may be looked at from an entirely new perspective, the core process
revealed. Solutions to old problems regarding social challenges and delusional or miss
understood social situations appear as insight or sudden realization. An optimistic inspired mind
opens doorways within and sees the simplicity of correct solutions and answers to old questions.

The bold actions of some can indicate their assumed skill in some area. A sense that one must
move or take action can haunt them, some may seem jumpy or nervous. For those who are clear
and confident a sense of self responsibility will likely cancel the need to react irresponsibly yet
the feeling that something must be done can still persist. It is valuable to remember fear is a
choice and to translate a mounting concern into objective reasoning where one looks to see what
action which they have not taken is triggering their feeling. Some may become mentally
distracted and impatient. A feeling that now is too late can trigger anxiety. Taking action for some
may see appropriate yet for others it seems delusionary. Some deep feeling is acted upon and is
qualified by what the individual believes is compassion. Feelings of compassion for others are
translated into action and these can be social type actions or actions which imply what an
individual beliefs is their social situation. Many who have been feeling social recently may all of
a sudden feel they need to be on purpose for themselves alone. This ingress can easily exaggerate
the frustration of the individual. Interesting is the parallels which run not only through
communities but parallels which cross cultural boundaries where an individual feels the need to
be acknowledged as an individual.

Those on a managed organized mission can feel good about their solid footing. Sometimes things
are more enjoyable when simplified. This is a good time to pay attention to what is fun and
enjoyable, as if the degree of fun and pleasure is directly connected to a correct choice. Simply
ask "where's the fun in that?" and see what can jump into one's mind. The bigger mission in one's
life has a sense of enjoyment in it anyway and so this is a good way to stay on track. If for
example a decision must be made between either A or B the individual simply reviews the the
projected future scape of each alternative and choose the one which most lights them up.
Obviously this can only work if the individual is impeccable honest with themselves. Those who
are experiencing partnerships where they feel mutual trust and acknowledgement an extra boost
of energy is given. An ability to choose appropriate actions within partnerships is also very
effective as it moves mutual agendas forward partly by avoiding needless actions. Although
practical approaches have been increasing recently there is also a connection to past or
unresolved issues which can cause the individual to cycle back through things in their mind.
Enjoying discipline helps to keep things simple and again there is a fun to discipline and
simplicity which can act as a pointer for individuals.

This can be a more challenging time than usual for communicating. A host of reason to challenge
what another says seems to pop up. Take note and realize we are merely fleshing out unresolved
issues and that the intention to get even and straight with others concerning typical simple things

04 Thursday January 14th - Moon enters Aries 9:49 PM

05 Sunday January 17th - Moon enters Taurus 12:49 AM

06 Tuesday January 19th - Moon enters Gemini 4:14 AM
Sun ingress Aquarius Wednesday January 20th 10:28 AM
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will soon return. A way to open a conversation which needs to happen can occur and be valuable
as it will ultimately assist in sharing an idea with others who share a plan. Although the
conversation may not happen or work now the insight as to how to make it happen can occur
now. For those who are intent on being successful in business, or with some personal project
which is important to them, now is a time where their ability to communicate clearly is reviewed.
With Mercury retrograde the individual is wise to be aware they will most likely be reviewing
communications which do not in some way feel complete or correct. Certain conversations or
ideas one has been exposed to can flood their mind, it may be time to accept that some mental
house keeping must be done. An idea may have to be reiterated such that one's project can
continue to move forward smoothly and so it is good to be clear as to exactly what that idea is.

Sensitivity is typically amplified when the Moon transits Cancer. Some are more naturally
sensitive than others or show their sensitivity more than others, they can feel this added degree
now. Those for example who typically are critical and serious may be more affected as their
character is adjusted to deal with their sensitivity, some may become more picky than usual.
Some may believe they are being expected to finish certain things by a particular time and this
can trigger their sensitivity. Those who are feeling quite organized on the other hand may feel
extra creative as they stay on track with their schedule, good prioritizing may be the key. The
practicalities of society the systems and rules sort of speak are tested as real people must fit into
this infrastructure. The harmony of this fit brings out the truth in who we are as people as
opposed to being machines or consumers or mindless zombies or whatever. The feeling aspect of
the individual, when merged with the feeling aspect of all others which makes up community, is
the real test of the community systems which have been created such that communities can
function. This Cancer ingress will be followed by the Leo ingress on the 23rd and so the
sensitivity experienced now will be key in motivating identity as individuals alter who they are
so they can be effective within their community. The key to settling the mind and creating mental
clarity is to pay attention to what is actually happening in the now, savor the journey, as opposed
to valuing the outcome alone.

07 Thursday January 21st - Moon enters Cancer 8:29 AM

08 Saturday January 23rd - Moon enters Leo 2:22 PM

Well tempered pride can be translated into effective management power. It is assumed the
individual is fairly well managed regarding their responsibilities and is not overwhelmed with
the need to be validated by others. Mercury will go direct late in this ingress ending for some a
confused mind. In the meantime the retrograde nature of Mercury will correlate with unresolved
issues and unclear communications backing up into an individual's current attention which can
be a major distraction for some. Some relationships may be stressed as an inability to meet on the
same mental point can occur. Ideally the individual will discover the nature of identity and trace
specific identity association back to some social marker or past achievement by a notable
individual. There is a clean up going on socially so some influential identity or cultural archetype
may be busted freeing the self esteem of many individual's. People's minds in many cases have
been deconstructed and rebuilt, in the meantime some may think they are losing their mind or
believe they are mentally failing. This ingress will be a turning point of some sort for some as in
their mind they make yet another drastic shift.

Venus ingress Capricorn Saturday January 23rd 3:33 PM
Full Moon in Leo Saturday January 23rd 8:47 PM
Mercury direct Monday January 25th 4:51 PM
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09 Monday January 25th - Moon enters Virgo 10:47 PM

10 Thursday January 28th - Moon enters Libra 10:00 AM

11 Saturday January 30th - Moon enters Scorpio 10:51 PM

12 Tuesday February 2nd - Moon enters Sagittarius 10:51 AM

Many have become inspired lately impressed by their own ideas. A leap forward in practical
thinking has occurred recently and now it is time to test some of these ideas. Many of these
recent rationalizations or ideas will have a virgin quality and as such the innocence or one's logic
is set to be tempered. This is a short ingress period and so this can be an ideal time to recheck
one's logic if something is not feeling quite right or complete. This ingress can also call one to
pay more attention to their health and less to what others are doing. By finding an error in one's
logic the potential to make a substantial advance in one's realization is at hand. There has been
and continues to be a drastic overhaul in people's minds, some might say or think completely
differently than they had in the past. The challenge is to accept the real changes which are
occurring in one's world. This is not a good time to cling to judgmental habits or to be cryptic.
Ideally this is an opportunity to have one's mind tuned to the current bigger picture of what is
happening on all practical levels of one's world. A key to keeping this simple is to look for
correlation as opposed to linear cause and effect when sorting out what is real or most important.

Having another you trust as a business partner big steps can be potential made, a successful
future managed into reality. Another significant step forward in one's ambitious plan can occur if
the individual is prudent with their relationships. This is a good time to see things from another's
point of view, especially if one is intent on being professionally successful. Specifically look for
common ground, common interest. Focus on what you have in common and a professional
relationship can grow. Many will find it easier than usual to accept the ideas of others. Some
business ideas will be more acceptable to others than usual, this could be a good time to let
others who you work with know what direction you believe to be best for everyone. Younger
partnerships, those which took form in the last couple years, may find a special feeling of being
mutually inspired, some radical idea may be mutually acceptable. New ideas in regards to
business opportunities can form and take root, this is a good time to explore something
completely different.

A little caution during this ingress, do not be overly aggressive. Action power is good here in that
it will move one's agenda forward as there is an expert within the individual which is being
prompted to be bold. However at the same time the individual is cautioned to not be overly
consumed by any sort of social boundary or public limitation which feels as if it is tethering them
and stealing their freedom. A rather serious situation owns the mind of some. Some people's
minds are so busy now that headaches may occur. Suspicion is cautioned as it can cause their
mind to become over active creating much chaos. The usual high degree of mental activity will
seek something to bite into and so it is advised that the individual pay attention to their
immediate environment and release mental wanderings which are not immediately relevant.
Realizing we have a mind and are not our mind will assist greatly if there are challenges which
trigger anxiety. This idea will also allow the individual to observe the mind and just let it be
while they feel safe in their heart and soul. Having achieved a divine indifference the individual
can navigate the rich realms of their own consciousness exploring their beliefs and the events
from their past which trigger the emotion related to these beliefs.

Some back room plans and agendas may be brought out. The need to to be specific in how one
spends their time and uses their resources has been the focus for many during this Moon cycle.
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Some of these plans may have been private and it is these intentions which can be revealed now.
An ability to focus on what is the priority is rewarded. The nature of one's logic and specifically
the ability to keep one's logic realistic is key. Logic which can be actively engaged will bring
success where as frivolous logic will be challenged by an inability to translate ideas into activity
in a useful way. It may become overly concerning that one is viewed a certain way by their social
circle or that they are publicly know in a certain way. The challenge is to keep one's activities to
a minimum as too many things on the go can cause unnecessary failure in areas most important.
A difficulty in communication may occur yet the individual would do well to be patient and wait
for a more ideal time to share their idea. Some people's minds may be in a chaotic state right now
so it is good to be aware of this potential and assist them by keeping things straight forward and
simple for the time being. For some who feel it is all going their way it may be a good idea to
avoid going past the initial objective, at least for now. Be satisfied with what has been achieved
and take a more detailed look around before moving forward.

Within the last week or so many will have solved a problem or decided on a solution which is
intended to move them forward with their plan. This has been a time where one's logic and
analytical process has come alive and new ideas or methods are looked into. An ability to clearly
decide what is the best or most opportune way to use one's time has become an ongoing activity.
Many will be less willing to become involved in activities which do not clearly assist them with
their bigger agenda. Again as the Moon transits Capricorn a feeling that one must not waste their
time energy or resources can become exaggerated. The feeling that freedom is a natural right
given to humanity by Creation itself may be an underlining influence affecting the choices an
individual makes or the options they consider. We have seen this type or sense of freedom appear
in humanity increasingly since Uranus made the Aries ingress in 2011. As we experience the Sun
in Aquarius since January 20th this sense that the individual has such natural right will be
amplified and at times acted upon. Ideally the individual will consider the responsibility which
goes along with higher order freedom and be prudent in accepting challenges typically glossed
over, for example the ending of being considered a victim which is replaced by a consideration
has to how the individual attracts such challenge.

A choice to participate in life enthusiastically is rewarded. Great social strength and social power
arises for some. An assertiveness is coming alive affecting those who are clear about their social
position or effectiveness. For many it will simply be the satisfaction of being treated fairly. In a
bigger social revolution this is like a sweet spot. Some may need to feel acknowledged as
opposed to being excluded. Here one is wise to look at beliefs which define or qualify elitism.
An increase in willfullness can move individuals forward in some unexpected way. Beliefs which
qualify or exaggerate one's sense of pride will be fleshed out during this ingress and coming
Moon cycle. It is possible to benefit from the current changes which are happening socially and
publicly as long as the individual is comfortable with increased power and proceeds with the
utmost integrity and honesty.

13 Thursday February 4th - Moon enters Capricorn 7:45 PM

14 Sunday February 7th - Moon enters Aquarius 1:00 AM

Next new Moon in Aquarius Monday February 8th 9:40 AM EST

***
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 I enjoy the journey as I work toward the achievement of my goals.

02 I have a specific objective which I am working toward.

03 I value immediate challenges while keeping my eye on the prize.

04 I am on a mission to accept all my feelings as being important.

05 I am able to see clearly as I am objective when reviewing what I am dealing with.

06 My concern for my family empowers by clarity.

07 Well thought out guidelines and rules work well for me.

08 I appreciate the need to prioritize both time and effort.

09 Even though things can at times be difficult at my job I do appreciate my boss.

10 Successfully I am my own boss.

11 I appreciate the deep spiritual convictions of those who routinely accept others.

12 My family responsibilities remind me of the absolute nature of Creation.

13 I feel I have access to objective clarity simply by accepting my innate compassionate
nature.

14 I know there are bigger things than my ego.

15 I am able to accept what is occurring in the now yet am able to project myself to the
future.

16 My past experiences are valuable yet they do not defined my future.

17 By accepting what is happening in the shared physical world I increase my chances of
accomplishing things in my future.

18 I am ready and willing to adjust my plans yet the bigger objective remains constant.

19 I am happy to be apart of a community which accepts change and looks for new solutions.

20 Even though I am critically clear about what is a correct direction for me I remain
sensitive to the needs of others I work with.

21 I am of service to Spirit and to the Earth, we are a grand team.
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